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ABSTRACT
The accurate prediction of wall–roughness effects in tur-
bomachinery is becoming critical as turbine designers address
airfoil surface quality and degradation concerns arising from
the shift to advanced ceramic matrix composite (CMC) or
additively–manufactured airfoils operating in higher tempera-
ture environments. In this paper, a recently developed computa-
tional capability for accurate and efficient scale–resolving simu-
lations of turbomachinery is extended to analyze the boundary–
layer separation and transition characteristics in a rough–wall
low–pressure turbine (LPT) cascade. The computational ca-
pability is based on an entropy–stable discontinuous–Galerkin
spectral–element approach that extends to arbitrarily high or-
ders of spatial and temporal accuracy, and is implemented in an
efficient manner for a modern high performance computer ar-
chitecture. Results from the scale–resolving simulations of both
smooth and rough airfoil cascades are presented and compared
to previous experiments and numerical simulations. The results
show that the suction surface boundary layer undergoes laminar
separation, transition, and turbulent reattachment for the smooth
airfoil cascade, while in the presence of roughness the separation
and transition behavior of the suction surface boundary layer is
substantially modified. The differences between the smooth and
rough airfoil cascades are then highlighted by a detailed analysis
of their respective turbulent flow fields.
NOMENCLATURE
C Axial chord length
C f Skin friction coefficient
D Dissipation
M Mass flux variation term
Ma Mach number
MC Mean convection term
P Production term
Ps Pressure–strain term
Pt Pressure transport term
Q Normalized heat flux
Ra Centerline average roughness
Re Reynolds number
Tt Turbulent transport
Tu Turbulent intensity
Us Mean tangential velocity
Vt Viscous transport
ks Equivalent sandgrain roughness height
n Wall normal direction
p Pressure
pt Total pressure
s Surface distance
t Normalized time
u Velocity
x Streamwise coordinate direction
y Pitchwise coordinate direction
z Spanwise coordinate direction
δ Boundary–layer thickness
µ Viscosity coefficient
ρ Density
σ Strain tensor
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τ Domain flow–through time
Subscripts
i Inflow
e Exit or Outflow
INTRODUCTION
The quest for high efficiency in modern gas turbine engines
is driving compressor overall pressure ratios and turbine inlet
temperatures to much higher levels than in past designs. These
harsher operating environments, with highly turbulent flow orig-
inating in the upstream stages and the combustion chamber
spewing hot combustion products and other airborne particulates
into the turbine stages, cause significant degradation of the tur-
bine airfoil surfaces. The roughened airfoil surfaces lead to in-
creased overall losses since the roughness adversely impacts the
flow separation and transition process. Airfoil surface quality
is also increasingly becoming an issue with the gradual shift
to advanced ceramic matrix composite (CMC) or additively–
manufactured blades where achieving smooth surface finishes
may be difficult. The ability to accurately predict details of the
flow separation and transition process over rough airfoils is thus
critical in order to properly design turbine airfoils to mitigate
losses due to surface degradation and/or poor surface quality.
As the Reynolds numbers are typically low, the boundary
layer on the suction surface of each airfoil in an LPT cascade
initially remains laminar due to the high acceleration in the fore
region of the airfoil, and generally separates just after the suc-
tion peak due to the adverse pressure gradient. The separated
boundary layer typically undergoes transition, and the separated
flow in the aft region of the airfoil is classified as “attached” or
“open” depending on whether the boundary layer reattaches to
form a separation bubble or does not reattach. “Open” separa-
tion leads to significant modifications to the overall airfoil pres-
sure distribution and is responsible for higher losses and lower
exit flow angles, while “attached” separation bubbles modify the
pressure distribution only locally compared to the designed pres-
sure distribution when the flow does not separate. “Attached”
bubble topologies are obviously preferable in order to avoid per-
formance detriments. The operating Reynolds number, flow an-
gle, inflow turbulence level, and airfoil surface roughness dictate
the suction surface separation characteristics in a LPT [1–3, and
the references cited therein].
Scale–resolving simulation techniques, such as direct nu-
merical simulation (DNS) and large–eddy simulation (LES), are
increasingly becoming affordable due to the rapid growth in
computational capability. Such techniques have the potential to
accurately capture and predict the complex flow phenomena in
turbomachinery and potentially lead the way to substantially im-
proved designs. Several incompressible and compressible DNS
studies (see, for example, [4–9]) and LES studies (see, for exam-
ple, [10–14]) for turbine configurations have been reported in the
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FIGURE 1: Surface pressure distribution for the smooth and
ks = 0.00144C roughness airfoils from complementary RANS
simulations conducted in the present study.
recent literature. These scale–resolving simulations have exten-
sively studied effects such as the presence of inflow turbulence,
incoming wakes, and rotor–stator interaction in turbomachinery
assuming smooth airfoil surfaces.
More recently, Joo et al. [15,16] have conducted LES studies
of LPT and compressor cascade flows that incorporate the effect
of wall roughness using discrete roughness elements or realistic
roughness patterns. These studies have noted that simulations
based on the Reynolds–averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equa-
tions fail to accurately capture the effects of roughness on the
flow separation and transition characteristics. RANS simulations
of the same LPT configuration that were conducted as part of the
present study using the SST model [17] and the roughness model
developed by Knopp et al. [18] showed that wall roughness had
no influence on the blade loading (Fig. 1).
Discontinuous–Galerkin (DG) schemes for simulations of
flows in complex geometries have recently been gaining atten-
tion due to their many attractive features, including their ex-
tensibility to arbitrarily high–order schemes on compact nu-
merical stencils, applicability to different element types and
mesh topologies, and computational efficiency. The use of DG
methods in turbomachinery flow simulations is relatively new,
and both RANS–based turbomachinery simulations [19–22] and
DNS studies [23–28] using DG methods have been reported in
the literature in recent years.
We have been developing an entropy–stable DG spectral–
element method for the compressible Navier–Stokes equations,
and in prior work have demonstrated its ability to predict laminar
separation and transition in LPT airfoils and attached boundary–
layer transition in a high–pressure turbine (HPT) airfoil cascade
in the presence of inflow turbulence [26–28]. In the present work,
we have extended the method to perform scale–resolving simula-
tions of a roughened LPT airfoil cascade. The flow configuration
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is the same as that considered by Medic and Sharma [12] and
Joo et al. [15] in their rough–wall LES studies, and for which
experimental results have been reported by Sharma [29].
The paper is organized as follows. The numerical method
is described briefly, followed by details of the flow configura-
tion. Numerical results from the present simulations are then
compared with experimental data and prior simulations, and the
instantaneous behavior of the flow in the cascade is analyzed.
Various aspects of the flow separation and transition process are
also presented as a function of wall roughness, followed by some
concluding remarks.
NUMERICAL METHOD
The compressible Navier–Stokes equations are solved us-
ing a space–time DG spectral–element method. In order to dis-
cretely satisfy the second law of thermodynamics (under exact
integration), an entropy–variable formulation is used. The dis-
cretizations are formulated using piecewise polynomials of arbi-
trary order in both space and time directions to take advantage
of tensor–product bases, and have been demonstrated up to 16th
order in both space and time. Integrals are approximated with
a quadrature rule using twice the number of quadrature points
as solution points in each spatial coordinate and temporal direc-
tions in order to minimize quadrature errors. The inviscid fluxes
are computed using the entropy–stable approach of Ismail and
Roe [30], while the viscous fluxes are computed using an in-
terior penalty method where the penalty parameter is consistent
with the second method of Bassi and Rebay [31]. The nonlin-
ear system for each space–time slab is solved using a precondi-
tioned Jacobian–free approximate Newton–Krylov solver. Fur-
ther details regarding the space–time DG method can be found
in [32–35]. Note also that no subgrid-scale or wall models are
used in the present simulations.
In order to minimize spurious reflections from the inflow
and outflow computational boundaries we have implemented the
perfectly matched layer (PML) technique [36] in the numerical
method. We have demonstrated in prior work [27, 37] that the
PML technique for boundary specification leads to superior re-
sults for a variety of flow configurations including low–pressure
turbine cascades.
Wall roughness is typically modeled in numerical simula-
tions using either discrete geometric roughness elements (e.g.,
blocks, cylinders, hemispheres, etc.), or by incorporating actual
roughness patterns obtained using surface imaging techniques.
The latter approach is chosen in this work since it is more rep-
resentative of actual operating conditions. Since we are dealing
with a high–order flow solver that in turn requires high–order sur-
face geometry information, the realistic surface roughness pat-
terns are projected onto higher-order polynomials at the bound-
aries. We then use a high–order continuous–Galerkin approach
to perturb the higher-order volume nodes using a linear–elasticity
FIGURE 2: Computational mesh used in the smooth airfoil sim-
ulations.
analogy [38].
PROBLEM SETUP
The Pack109, Pack110, and Pack111 series of LPT airfoils
have been studied over a wide range of Reynolds numbers in both
experiments and large eddy simulations [12,15,29]. In this paper,
we consider the Pack109 airfoil cascade geometry with an exit
flow Reynolds number Re = 3.5×105. The inlet and exit Mach
numbers are about 0.41 and 0.62, respectively, and the inflow
and exit flow angles with respect to the tangential direction are
46.8◦ and 33.2◦, respectively. [15].The experimentally–observed
average centerline roughness (the arithmetical mean of the abso-
lute value of the deviations from the mean line of the roughness
profile), Ra, is 0.00024C. Following Joo et al. [15], we have used
a factor of 6 to convert the Ra value to an equivalent sand–grain
roughness height, ks. We note in this context that Bons [3] has
suggested the use of Ra to ks conversion factors ranging from
2 to 10. In addition, we have also performed a simulation that
assumes ks = Ra.
The mid–span section of the airfoil passage is meshed with
spatial elements of arbitrary order using a spectral isoparamet-
ric mapping technique in a multi–block configuration [26–28].
The spanwise extent of the computational domain is chosen as
0.2C, similar to the previous numerical studies by [12, 15], and
is discretized using 16 elements. Periodic boundary conditions
are used in both the pitchwise and spanwise directions, and an
adiabatic wall boundary condition is used at the airfoil surface.
Figure 2 shows the mesh used for the smooth airfoil case. The
full blade passage is represented by about 24,000 elements. Us-
ing 8th order elements in the spatial directions, the computational
mesh results in about 12M degrees of freedom. This mesh has
between 1− 2 elements in the suction side laminar boundary
layer, and the effective wall-normal, streamwise, and spanwise
spacings in wall units, n+, s+ and z+, of about 8, 30 and 25, re-
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FIGURE 3: Perturbed modes included in the streamwise and
spanwise directions to generate (a) Type A and B, and (b) Type
C roughness in a 0.2C×0.2C patch. The color range from red to
green to blue denotes decreasing energy for a given wavenumber.
spectively at x ≈ 0.96C where the suction–side boundary layer
is turbulent for the smooth airfoil case. This mesh is hereafter
referred to as the ‘coarse’ mesh. We have also performed simu-
lations with a refined mesh in the wall normal and streamwise di-
rections in the vicinity of the suction peak, using a total of about
29600 elements, and 15M degrees of freedom for 8th order ele-
ments in the spatial directions. This refined mesh has between
3− 4 elements in the suction side laminar boundary layer, and
the effective n+, s+ and z+ values are about 1, 30 and 25, re-
spectively at the x ≈ 0.96C streamwise location. This mesh is
referred to as the ‘fine’ mesh.
The axial extent of the computational domain is chosen as
3C in the present simulations. The domain flow–through time,
τ , is defined as the time taken by a fluid particle to travel from
the inflow to the outflow boundary of the computational domain.
The numerical simulations are performed with 4th order implicit
time stepping using a time–step of 2.5×10−4τ .
We have studied three different wall roughness types in an
attempt to capture the full spectrum of wall roughness and un-
Roughness Maximum normal ks normalized by
type displacement (C) C δ smoothxsuction=0.3C
Smooth 0 0 0
A 0.006 0.00144 0.5
B 0.001 0.00024 0.08
C 0.003 0.00144 0.5
TABLE 1: Characteristics of different wall roughness patterns.
derstand its effects on the flow field. The meshes for the rough
wall cases are generated from the smooth airfoil mesh using the
linear–elasticity technique by perturbing it to generate the de-
sired wall roughness. Since the actual scanned wall–roughness
profiles are not available, the desired wall roughness pattern is
generated using a patch of spatial extent of 0.2C× 0.2C that in-
cludes various spectral modes of surface fluctuations. Figure 3
shows the perturbed wavenumbers to generate different rough-
ness patterns. This patch is then applied repeatedly on the suc-
tion and pressure surfaces of the airfoil as a normal displacement
to obtain a rough wall airfoil. As we are using 16 elements in the
spanwise direction, we restrict the highest spanwise frequency
to 14, while in the streamwise direction, we restrict the highest
frequency to 7 (Fig. 3-a). The resulting wall perturbations are
then scaled to match the root mean square of the perturbations to
ks = 0.00144C and ks = 0.00024C. The wall–roughness pattern
with ks = 0.00144C is referred to as Type A (Fig. 4-a), while the
pattern with ks = 0.00024C is referred to as Type B (Fig. 4-b).
We recognize that in practice resolving all the surface roughness
elements may become computationally prohibitive and one may
have to resort to resolving only certain portions or aspects of the
roughness pattern and either modeling or ignoring the rest. To
study this effect, we have also generated a third roughness pat-
tern, Type C (Fig. 4-c), by considering the smallest streamwise
and spanwise frequencies (Fig. 3-b), and then scaling to match
the root mean square of the perturbations to ks = 0.00144C. The
normal displacements are smoothly zeroed out in the vicinity
of the trailing edge where the radius is small to ensure that the
suction and pressure surfaces do not collapse onto or cross each
other. Table 1 provides more details regarding the characteristics
of the wall roughness patterns used in this study. The generated
“rough” airfoil surfaces are then used as boundary conditions in
the linear–elasticity technique to perturb the high–order volume
mesh. Figure 5 shows the resulting perturbed high–order volume
mesh for the Type A wall roughness case. For roughness Type A
and for the fine mesh on the suction side, the effective n+ and s+
values vary from 1.5 and 100 at the fore section to 0.5 and 10,
respectively, near the trailing edge; for the coarse mesh, these
values vary from 10 and 250 to 2 and 25, respectively.
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FIGURE 4: Wall roughness for (a) Type A, (b) Type B, AND (c) Type C. Red, white and blue regions denote positive, zero and negative
normal displacements respectively.
FIGURE 5: Computational mesh in the vicinity of the leading
edge for Type A roughness. The leading edge region is magnified
for visualization clarity purpose.
In addition to the scale–resolving simulations, we have also
performed RANS simulations with the NASA OVERFLOW [39]
solver in conjunction with the SST model [17] and the wall
roughness model of Knopp et al. [18] using a structured overset–
grid approach to discretize the midspan section of the blade pas-
sage.
NUMERICAL RESULTS
Results from the scale–resolving and RANS simulations are
presented in this section. For the scale–resolving simulations,
flow stationarity is monitored using the temporal evolution of the
airfoil surface pressure and skin friction. Mean flow statistics are
then computed by averaging both in span and time over an addi-
tional 3τ for the coarse mesh, and τ for the fine mesh after the
flow stationarity (temporal variation is less that 2%) is achieved.
The PML technique at the inflow and outflow boundaries was
used for the fine mesh simulations only. Fine mesh simulations
were performed for the smooth and roughness Type A airfoils,
while coarse mesh simulations were performed for the smooth
airfoil and for all three roughness types, A, B, and C.
Grid Convergence
Both the coarse and fine meshes result in similar mean sur-
face pressure and skin friction distributions for the smooth and
Type A roughness airfoils (Fig. 6). The suction–side separation
bubble transitions and reattaches marginally further downstream
for the fine mesh simulation compared to the coarse mesh sim-
ulation for the smooth airfoil. As the flow around the individ-
ual roughness elements is more resolved in the fine mesh, some
small changes in the suction–side mean skin friction are noted.
Unless otherwise noted, the results below for the smooth and
roughness Type A airfoils are from the fine mesh simulations.
Instantaneous Flow–Field Visualizations
The instantaneous flow–fields in the LPT airfoil cascade are
first examined using plots of the instantaneous Mach number on
the z = 0 plane (Fig. 7), and of the instantaneous skin friction
coefficient on the airfoil surfaces (Figs. 8, 9).
On the suction surface of the airfoil, the flow rapidly accel-
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FIGURE 6: Comparison of (i) surface pressure; and skin friction
on the (ii) suction, and (iii) pressure sides between coarse and
fine mesh for different wall roughness.
erates from the leading edge to the suction peak and then decel-
erates downstream, while on the pressure surface the flow first
decelerates in the fore region and then accelerates in the aft re-
gion of the airfoil. For the smooth airfoil, laminar flow separa-
tion occurs after the suction peak, the separated shear layer then
transitions to turbulence, and the turbulent flow reattaches to the
airfoil in the aft region. On the pressure surface, low intensity
turbulence activity is also noticed (Fig. 7-a).
For the roughened airfoils, the flow transition characteris-
tics vary widely depending on the wall roughness. With Type A
wall roughness, the flow remains attached on the suction surface
and the boundary layer can be seen to be turbulent even in the
fore region of the airfoil. The turbulent suction surface bound-
ary layer is much thicker, and much stronger turbulent activity is
observed on the pressure surface when compared to the smooth
airfoil case. The thicker turbulent boundary layers result in a
thicker wake than the smooth airfoil case (Fig. 7-b). With Type
B wall roughness where smaller roughness elements are present
compared to Type A, and with Type C wall roughness where only
large scale roughness elements are present (Table 1), the suction
surface boundary layer remains laminar and attached until the
suction peak. A much weaker laminar boundary–layer separa-
tion occurs on the suction surface compared to the smooth airfoil
case. The separated laminar boundary then transitions and reat-
taches in the aft region of the airfoil. Similar to the smooth airfoil
case, low intensity turbulence is observed on the pressure surface
boundary layer. The turbulence intensity on the pressure surface
is smallest for the Type B roughness case. The boundary–layer
thickness and hence the width of the wake for both Type B and C
roughness is similar to the smooth airfoil case, and thinner com-
pared to the Type A case (Fig. 7-c, d).
The effect of the different wall roughness types on the sepa-
ration characteristics of the suction surface boundary layers can
also be visualized using the instantaneous skin friction coeffi-
cient, C f (Fig. 8). For the smooth airfoil, an “attached” sep-
aration bubble topology is observed (Fig. 8-a), consistent with
the previous discussion (Fig. 7-a). The roughness pattern of the
airfoil can be seen imprinted on the skin friction contours as re-
gions with high and low C f values before and after the crest of
the roughness elements, respectively. For Type A wall rough-
ness, these localized high and low C f regions correspond to the
flow attachment and separation around the roughness elements.
The spanwise bands of localized separation and reattachment are
due to the wall–roughness pattern since the crests of the rough-
ness elements are aligned in the spanwise direction (Fig. 4-a).
These localized separation regions lead to a turbulent boundary
layer over the suction surface. Unlike the smooth airfoil case,
the resulting turbulent boundary layer does not separate on the
suction surface (Fig. 8-b). The separation bubble observed in
the smooth airfoil case becomes weaker for the Type B and C
roughness cases. The localized regions of separation and reat-
tachment as observed with Type A roughness, are not present
with Type B roughness since the roughness elements are smaller
in size (Fig. 8-c); and the Type C roughness elements which also
have much gentler slopes (Fig. 8-d) compared to Type A. Note
also that for all roughness types, the roughness elements do not
leave an imprint on the skin friction contours on the aft portion
of the suction surface where the flow decelerates and becomes
fully turbulent.
On the pressure surface, the boundary layer separates and
reattaches near the leading edge for all airfoil roughness types
(Figs. 9). Wall roughness modifies the shape of the lead-
ing edge and causes the separation bubble to become more
three–dimensional (Figs. 9-b,c,d) compared to the smooth air-
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FIGURE 7: Instantaneous Mach number contours at the z = 0 plane for (a) smooth airfoil, (b) Type A roughness, (c) Type B roughness,
and (d) Type C roughness.
foil (Figs. 9-a). Turbulent structures of much higher intensity are
noted on the pressure surface for Type A roughness (Fig. 9-b).
For the smooth airfoil (Fig. 9-a), and for both Type B (Fig. 9-c)
and Type C roughness (Fig. 9-d), long streaky streamwise struc-
tures are observed. Note that the turbulence on the pressure sur-
face of the airfoil is not well resolved since we have used much
larger elements here compared to the suction surface (Fig. 2).
Airfoil Surface Pressure Distributions
We next examine the mean surface pressure distributions on
the airfoil obtained by averaging the instantaneous pressures in
both the spanwise and temporal directions (Fig. 10-i) from the
scale–resolving simulations. As seen in Figs. 7, 8, 9, the differ-
ent wall roughness types influence the mean surface pressure dis-
tribution by modifying the boundary–layer separation and tran-
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FIGURE 8: Instantaneous contours of C f for (a) smooth airfoil, (b) Type A roughness, (c) Type B roughness, and (d) Type C roughness
on the suction surface of the airfoil. Blue and red color signify positive and negative C f , respectively. C f = 0 is marked by the black
lines.
sition characteristics. For the smooth airfoil case, an “attached”
separation bubble forms in the aft region of the suction surface
(Fig. 8-a) and the mean surface pressure is seen to plateau after
the suction peak. The suction surface pressure recovers as the
turbulent boundary layer reattaches. Since the suction surface
separation bubble size is smaller for the Type B and C rough-
ness airfoils (Figs. 8-c,d), the surface pressure recovers upstream
compared to the smooth airfoil case. With Type A roughness, the
mean surface pressure exhibits an oscillatory nature on the suc-
tion surface. This is due to the spanwise alignment of the local
separation and reattachment regions induced by the roughness
elements (Fig. 8-b). The results of Joo et al. [15] for a simi-
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FIGURE 9: Instantaneous contours of C f for (a) smooth airfoil, (b) Type A roughness, (c) Type B roughness, and (d) Type C roughness
on the pressure surface of the airfoil. Blue and red color signify positive and negative C f , respectively. C f = 0 is marked by the black
lines.
lar roughness are also plotted in the figure. Since they reported
highly oscillatory surface pressure distribution at the suction–
side fore section, their results are shown by the shaded region
in Fig. 10-i. The surface pressure distribution from the present
Type A roughness simulations agrees well with results of Joo et
al. [15] with similar ks. Since the boundary layer remains at-
tached beyond the suction peak for the Type A roughness, the
surface pressure exhibits a much smoother recovery compared to
the other roughness and smooth airfoil cases. Note that rough-
ness of any type does not seem to have any impact on the mean
pressure distribution at the pressure surface. The mean surface
pressures in the fore region of the suction surface are higher com-
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FIGURE 10: Mean airfoil surface pressure distributions for (i)
different wall roughness in scale–resolving simulations, (ii) com-
parison between scale–resolving and RANS simulations.
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FIGURE 11: Airfoil surface pressure distribution from RANS
simulations using different inflow angle and pitch.
pared to the experiments in both our simulations and those of Joo
et al. [15] (Fig. 10-i).
The surface pressure distributions obtained from the scale–
resolving simulations are compared to those from RANS simu-
lations in Fig. 10-ii. Contrary to the scale–resolving simulations,
the RANS simulations do not predict a suction–side separation
bubble for the smooth airfoil, as it predicts fully turbulent bound-
ary layer. When ks is increased to 0.00144C, the pressure dis-
tribution remains similar compared to the smooth RANS case.
When ks is further increased, the pressure distribution starts to
change at the suction–side aft section due to flow separation. The
RANS simulations exhibit the same mismatch with the experi-
ments as the scale–resolving simulations in the fore region of the
airfoil suction surface.
In an attempt to understand the mismatch between the sur-
face pressure distribution results from our simulations (both
scale–resolving and RANS) and the experiment, we studied the
effect of small changes in the inflow angle and the blade pitch on
our RANS simulations. These results are shown in Fig. 11 and
it is obvious that the pressure distribution is sensitive to these
parameters. In particular, we note that a small 4% change in the
blade pitch used in the simulations is enough to account for much
of the discrepancy with the experiment. In addition, end–wall ef-
fects and other geometry variations could also contribute to the
differences. However, rather than guess the values of the param-
eters used in the experiment, we have chosen to use the same
values as reported in Joo et al. [15].
Airfoil Skin Friction Distributions
We next study the spanwise and time–averaged airfoil skin
friction distributions (Fig. 12). In the case of the smooth airfoil,
the suction–surface boundary layer separates at s ≈ 0.89C and
then reattaches at s ≈ 1.2C. As the separated shear layer un-
dergoes transition, the mean skin friction distribution exhibits a
plateau region followed by a region with much larger negative
values around s > 1.1C until the flow reattaches. Similar be-
havior of the skin friction distribution during flow transition in
the separation bubble has also been reported in previous studies
by [40–42, and references therein]. There is no separation bub-
ble on the suction surface for the Type A roughness case; the
roughness elements cause the mean skin friction to oscillate due
to presence of the local regions of separation and reattachment
around the roughness elements and sometimes even change sign.
These oscillations in the mean skin friction are much less pro-
nounced for Type B and Type C roughness than Type A rough-
ness. Both Type B and C roughness cases exhibit smaller suction
surface separation bubbles than the smooth airfoil, and reattach-
ment is seen to occur at s ≈ 1.1C in both cases. For the smooth
airfoil and for both Type B and C roughness the skin friction
decreases downstream after boundary–layer transition. For the
rough airfoils, the mean skin friction oscillations on the suction
surface are much stronger in the fore region where the flow is
accelerating (Figs. 7) compared to the aft region where the flow
is decelerating (Fig. 12-i).
Roughness Types B and C result similar suction–side
separation–bubble characteristics, as they have the same large
wavelength surface perturbation which results in similar unstable
frequency for the separated shear layer. The small scale rough-
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FIGURE 12: Mean skin friction distribution on the (i) suction,
and (ii) pressure surface for different wall roughness. The black
vertical dashed line in (a) denote the locations of the monitoring
stations.
ness elements in the roughness Type A airfoil result the suction–
side boundary layer to transition close to the leading edge, and no
aft–section separation bubble. The smooth airfoil has the largest
separation bubble due to absence of the surface roughness gen-
erated flow instabilities (Fig. 12-i).
As the suction and pressure surfaces of the airfoil are de-
lineated by the location where the wall normal in the pitchwise
direction changes sign, the leading edge stagnation point does
not coincide with the starting location of the suction or pres-
sure surface. Instead, the leading edge stagnation point occurs
on the pressure surface (Fig. 10), causing the skin friction on the
pressure surface for s < 0.01C to be negative with attached flow
(Figs. 9, 12-ii). A small separation bubble on the pressure sur-
face near the leading edge exists for all the roughness types con-
sidered. This separation bubble extends from 0.05C < s < 0.1C
for the smooth airfoil and for both Type B and C roughness, and
between 0.07C < s< 0.1C for Type A roughness due to the mod-
ification of the leading edge geometry (Figs. 9). As in the case of
the suction surface, for the rough airfoils oscillations in the mean
skin friction are much stronger close to the trailing edge where
the flow is accelerating (Figs. 7) compared to the leading edge
regions where the flow is decelerating on the pressure surface
(Fig. 12-ii) .
Suction–Surface Boundary–Layer Characteristics
We next study the turbulence characteristics of the suction
surface boundary–layer by analyzing the Favre–averaged mean
velocities and Reynolds stresses. The boundary–layer thickness,
δ , is computed as the distance from the wall where the mean
tangential velocity reaches 0.99U∞.
For the smooth airfoil, the turbulence intensity attains non–
zero values inside the boundary layer in the aft region of the
suction surface as the flow transitions in the separated bound-
ary layer (Fig. 13-a). The turbulent kinetic energy peaks during
the transition process and decreases downstream. The boundary
layer thickness remain constant (0.003C) for 0.1C < x < 0.6C
and then increases due to boundary–layer separation and tran-
sition. The boundary–layer thickness increases more rapidly as
it becomes turbulent compared to the separated laminar bound-
ary layer. Note that the value of ks is ≈ 0.5 of the smooth airfoil
boundary–layer thickness in the fore region of the suction surface
for Type A and C roughness while it is ≈ 0.08 of the boundary–
layer thickness for the Type B roughness (Table. 1). The largest
roughness elements are about two times, one–third, or the same
size of the suction surface region boundary–layer thickness for
the smooth airfoil, roughness Type A and B, and roughness Type
C, respectively.
For Type A roughness, high turbulent intensity values are
observed inside the boundary layer over the entire suction sur-
face (Fig. 13-b). The local separation and transition regions
induced by the roughness elements result in patches of high
turbulence regions in the fore region of the airfoil. Stronger
patches of high turbulent intensity occur around the suction peak
(0.4C < x < 0.65C), beyond which the turbulent intensity de-
creases as the flow decelerates. In comparison to the smooth air-
foil, the boundary–layer thickness is larger for the Type A rough-
ness.
The Type B roughness case (Fig. 13-c) has much lower tur-
bulent intensity in the fore region of the suction surface than the
Type A case (Fig. 13-b) since the roughness elements are smaller
in size than the former. For Type C roughness, the high turbulent
intensity region in the fore region of the suction surface (Fig. 13-
d) is mostly due to laminar flow adjustment around the large–
scale spanwise inhomogeneity (Fig. 4-c). The boundary–layer
thickness in the suction–surface fore region for Type B and C
roughness is similar to the smooth airfoil. Since the suction sur-
face separation bubble is smaller compared to the smooth airfoil
for these roughened airfoils, the boundary–layer thickness in the
aft region is also smaller compared to the smooth airfoil.
We have selected five monitoring stations to investigate the
mechanism of boundary–layer transition on the suction surface
of the airfoils in greater detail (Fig. 12-a, 13). For the smooth
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FIGURE 13: Turbulent intensity contours on the airfoil suction
surface for (a) smooth airfoil, (b) Type A roughness, (c) Type B
roughness, and (d) Type C roughness. The black vertical lines de-
note the locations of the monitoring stations as shown in Fig. 12-
a, ant the white line denotes the edge of the boundary layer.
airfoil, the monitoring station A is located in the attached lam-
inar boundary layer, station B is located just prior to laminar
boundary–layer separation, station C is located at the initial stage
of transition, station D is located at the final stage of transition,
and station E is located in the turbulent region. For Type A
roughness, all the monitoring stations are located in the turbu-
lent region, and for Type B and C roughness, station A is located
in the attached boundary layer, station B is located just prior to
boundary–layer separation, station C is located at the flow reat-
tachment, and stations D and E are located in the turbulent re-
gion. Note that the monitoring stations A and B are around the
suction peak, while the rest of the stations are in the region where
the flow is decelerating.
The mean tangential velocity profiles (Fig. 14-i), U˜s, are
similar at stations A and B, upstream of the suction peak, for
the smooth and both Type B and C roughness airfoils, but the
Type A roughness case exhibits a much thicker boundary layer
compared to the other cases. The local separation and reattach-
ment regions induced by the Type A roughness elements result
in enhanced momentum transfer and hence a thicker boundary
layer. The U˜s values at the local edge of the boundary layer are
lower at the downstream stations C – E, which are located in the
flow decelerating region. Since the smooth airfoil has a larger
suction–surface separation bubble compared to the Type B and
C roughness cases (Fig. 12-i), the U˜s profiles at station C indi-
cate reversed flow for the smooth airfoil, and thinner boundary
layers at the stations D and E for Type B and C wall roughness.
Note also that the Type A roughness case shows much stronger
flow deceleration compared to the other cases.
For the smooth airfoil, the turbulent kinetic energy is zero
at the monitoring stations A and B since the boundary layer is
laminar (Fig. 14-ii,iii,iv). At station C, the tangential component
of turbulent kinetic energy peaks inside the separated shear layer,
close to the boundary–layer edge. After flow reattachment, the
tangential and spanwise components remain almost constant and
their values are similar for most of the boundary layer at sta-
tions D and E. In the simulations of flows over a wall–mounted
cubes or periodic hills by Hussein and Martinuzzi [43], Breuer
et al. [44], Diosady and Murman [33], tangential component of
the turbulent kinetic energy peaks at the shear layer originating
from the crests of the cubes or hills. In present simulations, we
observe that at station A the tangential component peaks at the
same height for both Type A and B roughness even though the ks
values are different for the two roughness types. The peak in the
tangential component for the wall roughness type C at monitor-
ing stations A and B is mostly due to spanwise inhomogeneity
rather than temporal unsteadiness, as described earlier. The peak
value of the tangential component decreases from station A to B
for Type A and B roughness. At stations C – E the tangential
and spanwise components remain almost constant for most of
the boundary layer for the rough airfoils. Also, for Type B and
C roughness, the turbulent kinetic energy components at station
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FIGURE 14: Wall normal profiles of (i) mean tangential velocity,
and (ii) tangential, (iii) wall normal, and (iv) spanwise compo-
nent of turbulent intensity. The black, red, green, and blue color
lines denote the smooth airfoil and roughness Types A, B, and C,
respectively. The open circles denote the edge of the boundary
layer.
C is larger in comparison to either the smooth airfoil or Type A
roughness case. As one would expect, the wall normal compo-
nent increases more slowly with the wall normal distance com-
pared to the tangential and spanwise components.
Turbulent Kinetic Energy Budget We next study the
resolved turbulent kinetic energy budgets for both the smooth
and rough airfoil cases to glean insights that can potentially help
to inform the wall–roughness modeling efforts for RANS and/or
LES. The turbulent kinetic energy budget for compressible flow
that has attained stationarity can be written as:
0 = MC+P+D+Ps+Pt +Tt +Vt +M, (1)
where the right hand side terms in order are the mean convec-
tion, production, dissipation, pressure–strain, pressure transport,
turbulent transport, viscous transport, and mass flux variation,
respectively [45]. These terms are defined as:
MC =− ∂
∂xk
(u˜kρ¯ u˜′′i u′′i ),
P =−ρ¯ u˜′′i u′′k
∂ u˜i
∂xk
,
D =−σ ′ik
∂u′i
∂xk
,
Ps = p′
∂u′k
∂xk
,
Pt =−∂ p
′u′k
∂xk
,
Tt =−∂ ρ¯ u˜
′′
i u
′′
i u
′′
k
∂xk
,
Vt =
∂σ ′iku
′
i
∂xk
,
M = u′′i (
∂σik
∂xk
− ∂ p¯
∂xi
),
σi j = µ(
∂ui
∂x j
+
∂u j
∂xi
− 2
3
∂uk
∂xk
δi j),
where the overbar and tilde represent the Reynolds–averaged and
Favre–averaged values, respectively, and ′ and ′′ represent the
deviations from the Reynolds– and Favre–averages, respectively.
For the present simulations, the mass flux variation term, M, is
omitted from the figures since the compressibility effect (u′′i ≈ 0)
is negligible.
For the smooth airfoil, at station C (located in the early
stages of transition) the turbulent production term is zero in much
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FIGURE 15: Wall normal profiles of the resolved turbulent kinetic energy budget terms at stations C, D, and E for the smooth airfoil.
Budget terms are normalized by the peak production at each station.
of the boundary layer except at the separated shear layer. Turbu-
lence production peaks inside the separated shear layer, and is
balanced by the mean convection and pressure transport. At the
edge of the boundary layer, the pressure transport is balanced by
the mean convection. The downstream stations D and E are lo-
cated after the flow has transitioned and reattached (see Fig. 12-
a). At station D the turbulent production peaks close to the airfoil
and in the mid–region of the boundary layer. Mean convection
and pressure transport act as source terms in the near–wall re-
gions of the boundary layer, but act as sink terms in the top region
away from the airfoil. Turbulent transport is observed to behave
in a manner that is the opposite of the mean convection. Dissipa-
tion is highest close to the airfoil, and gradually decreases to zero
away from the airfoil. At station E all the energy budget terms
are negligible over the boundary layer except close to the wall.
Turbulent production peaks close to the airfoil and is balanced
by dissipation (Fig. 15).
The turbulent energy budget behavior is markedly differ-
ent with Type A roughness in comparison to the smooth airfoil.
The turbulent production, pressure transport and mean convec-
tion are the dominant source terms near the wall, and they are
balanced by the dissipation and turbulent transport at monitoring
stations A and B. The contribution from the mean convection are
smaller at stations C – E compared to stations A and B. At sta-
tions C – E turbulent production is the dominant source term, and
is balanced by the dissipation, mean convection, turbulent trans-
port, and pressure transport across much of the boundary layer
(Fig. 16).
With Type B and C roughness, the suction surface separation
bubbles are much smaller and the flow transitions earlier com-
pared to the smooth airfoil (Fig. 12-i). The monitoring station C
is located in the turbulent reattachment region, while the mon-
itoring stations D and E are located further downstream. Con-
sequently, for both these roughness cases the turbulent kinetic
energy budget at monitoring station C is similar to the monitor-
ing station D of the smooth airfoil, and at monitoring stations D
and E is similar to the monitoring station E of the smooth airfoil.
The turbulent kinetic energy budget profiles for these cases are
hence not included in the paper for the sake of brevity.
The turbulence budget (Figs. 15 and 16) are not fully bal-
anced since the present simulations do not resolve all the turbu-
lent scales. Even very close to the wall, where n+ ≈ 1, the tur-
bulent budget terms are not balanced, due to the lack of stream-
wise and spanwise resolution. The turbulence budget term plots,
Figs. 15 and 16, exhibit jumps at the element boundaries, partic-
ularly close to the boundary–layer edge where the element size is
large. This is due to the inherent nature of the DG approach used
and underscores the need for an adjoint-driven unstructured mesh
adaptation technique. The development of chaotic adjoints for
turbulent flows [46] and high–order unstructured hex–dominant
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FIGURE 16: Wall normal profiles of the resolved turbulent kinetic energy budget terms at stations A – E for Type A roughness. Budget
terms are normalized by the peak production at each station.
mesh generation tools [47] are the focus of current research. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have used an entropy–stable spectral–element formula-
tion to perform scale–resolving simulations of flow in an LPT
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cascade with rough airfoils. The results show that the full spec-
trum of wall–roughness significantly influences the flow sepa-
ration and transition characteristics. For the Pack109 geometry
chosen here, smooth airfoil simulations show a laminar separa-
tion bubble on the suction surface that then transitions and reat-
taches in the aft region. The Type B roughness (wall roughness
with ks = 0.00024C), and the Type C roughness (large scale only
wall roughness with ks = 0.0014C) modify the suction surface
separation bubble. Both of them have smaller separation bub-
bles resulting in thinner suction surface boundary layer at the aft
section compared to the smooth airfoil. For the Type A rough-
ness (ks = 0.0014C) the suction surface boundary layer remains
attached, and it transitions at the fore section due to localized
separation and reattachment regions from the large roughness el-
ements. Hence, the suction surface boundary layer and wake are
thicker for this airfoil compared to the smooth and Type B and C
roughness airfoils.
The smooth and Type A roughness cases predict the the
separated and attached suction–side boundary layer respectively,
consistent with the experiment and previous simulations by Joo
et al. [15]. Although present simulations overpredict surface
pressure at the suction–side fore section, consistent with the pre-
vious simulations by Joo et al. [15]. RANS simulations also re-
sult in similar mismatch, and the mismatch decreases as the in-
flow angle decreases, or blade pitch increases. End–wall effects,
uncertainty in geometry definition, flow conditions etc. may also
effect the airfoil loading beside inflow angle and pitch. RANS
simulations fail to capture the suction–side boundary–layer char-
acteristic as a function of surface roughness. RANS simulation
of the smooth airfoil does not predict any suction–side separation
bubble. The surface pressure distribution by the RANS simula-
tions is similar for the clean and ks = 0.0014C roughness case. he
The suction–side aft–section pressure distribution in the RANS
simulations with larger ks is modified due to occurrence of a sep-
aration bubble.
We have also attempted to contrast the simulations with dif-
ferent wall roughness in some detail by analyzing the transitional
and turbulence nature of the flow fields. The turbulent intensity
profiles and the turbulent kinetic energy budgets reveal that the
wall roughness characteristics influence the flow transition be-
havior. The turbulent kinetic energy budget indicates that the
turbulence is not fully resolved for these simulations.
The results presented here demonstrate that the capability
of the spectral–element formulation to capture the effect of wall
roughness in a LPT cascade. The present simulations clearly
demonstrate the influence of both the “resolved” roughness ele-
ment height and length scales on the boundary–layer separation
and transitional characteristics of the flow. In practice, simu-
lations that fully resolve the wall–roughness elements can be-
come prohibitively expensive from a computational standpoint,
and the wall roughness will may to only be partially resolved
while the remainder is modeled or ignored. The Type A and
C roughness cases elucidate the influence of the resolved rough-
ness on the boundary layer transition and loss characteristics, and
can be used as a benchmark of the unresolved surface roughness
modeling. Although no wall models are used in present simula-
tions, these computations represent a first step toward develop-
ing a more general capability that incorporates roughness effects
for “wall–modeled” and/or “wall–resolved” LES that can help
reduce the computational expense of such scale–resolving simu-
lations.
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